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International Terrorism Control Division 
 

Summary of the Meeting with Kanto Region International Terrorism Assistant 
Section Chief (January 9: National Police Agency) 

 
1. Instructions from the Chief of International Terrorism  
  We issued a new guideline last year. Based on personal reshuffle in this spring, please 
make sure that the guideline will be communicated to your successors. As an 
organization becomes larger, the accurate communication of information will be difficult. 
Thus, Please be careful.  
  I want to briefly talk about the guideline.  
  First point is ...[Translation Omitted] 
  Second point is …[Translation Omitted] 
  Third point is reality assessment. We have continuously emphasized the reality 
assessments of 56 members countries and 1 member territory of OIC [Organization of the 
Islamic Conference]. But please continue reality assessment focusing on Muslims 
irrespective of nationality, and include the non-OIC countries such as Philippines, India 
and Thailand as targets of Reality Assessment. 
   [Translation Omitted] 
 
2. Summary of the New Guideline (Assistant Section Chief Ohshima) 
 
   [Translation Omitted] 
 
3. Reality Assessments and Collection of Suspicious Information, Community 
Policing (Motegi Assistant Section Chief, Awaya Assistant Section Chief) 
 
• Reality Assessment (Motegi) 
  First, I would like to explain about the reality assessment described in the guideline 
issued in 2008 (hereinafter “New Guideline”).  
  As you may know, “reality assessments means the assessments of Muslim communities 
in your jurisdiction by collecting information which forms the basis for counter-
international terrorism measures”. The purpose of reality assessments is to collect 
suspicious information and use the information in investigations afterwards. 
  More than 90,000 people from OIC countries are estimated to live in our country. We 
have assessed more than 72,000 people from OIC countries (Assessment Rate 98%). 
  By comparison, the number of assessed individuals from non-OIC countries such as 
India and Philippines is small (2,549 individuals, as of June 2007), even though tens of 
thousands of Muslims from non-OIC countries are estimated to live in Japan. Also, the 
police are not familiar with the Muslim communities of those from non-OIC countries. 
Thus, for the future, please focus on assessment of Muslims from non-OIC member 
countries and second generation Muslims in addition to reality assessments of [OIC 
member countries].  
   Thus, the New Guideline describes “Residence, Employment and Educational 
Environment of Muslims” instead of describing OIC countries specifically. In relation to 
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that, the [National Police Agency] issued administrative manuals titled  “Report on the 
Current Status of Reality Assessment” on January 6. 
  As you may know, Muslims live in non-OIC countries (i.e. 100 million Muslims live in 
India and several million Muslims live in Thailand, which is primarily a Buddhist 
country), and the assessment of these Muslims are very important in the future.  
  It is generally hard to determine if a person is a Muslim, but please conduct your 
assessment based on factors such as worship in Mosques and names (i.e. English names 
peculiar to Muslims, such as Mohamed).  
  In addition, in order to conduct assessment of Muslims from non-OIC countries, please 
make effort to devise a creative measure. For example, companies employing foreigners 
sometimes know about the country of origin and religion of their employees, and the 
police can conduct assessment [of Muslims] through information from a managerial staff 
of a company. Also, you can assess Muslims based on the list of periodic purchaser of 
halal foods via mail order service. 
  Next, I will move on to the assessment of the second generation Muslims. 
  Please focus on the assessment of the second generation Muslims in order to detect the 
trend of radicalization of Muslims as soon as possible. Second generation sometime 
naturalized to the Japanese citizen. Also, if one of the parents of Muslim children is 
Japanese, the children hold Japanese nationality, and often do not have alien registration. 
These Muslims do not seem to appear on statics of immigration bureau. Also, there is no 
statistics about schooling, and some Muslims let their children study in their own 
countries or other Islamic countries, so some Muslim children do not live in Japan. Thus, 
assessments of Muslims who do not appear on the statistics on resident foreigners are 
increasingly important. In addition, assessment of second generation Muslims are 
inevitable as a counter-measure against homegrown terrorists, who attempted terrorism in 
Europe and the United States. 
  Especially, among second generations Muslims, those who are over 15 years old are at 
the employment age, and can be a homegrown terrorist, please conduct assessment at 
promptly. 
  Among foreign residents from OIC countries, the number of minors is increasing by 500 
persons per year, and the minor Muslims in Japan will reach 10,000 by simple arithmetic 
in 2011. 
  However, as I explained earlier, some Muslims do not appear on the statistics on 
resident foreigners and the accurate understanding of the number of Muslims is difficult. 
Please continue assessments via steady police activities such as assessments of Muslim 
households through patrolling and reporting. However, please devise a way of 
assessments in line with the condition of each local prefecture so that the police should 
not be criticized as “targeting Muslims”. Accurate data on schooling can be obtained only 
through the accumulation of information through steady patrolling and reporting.  
[Translation Omitted]�


